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www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Andres Alberto Molina Coutiño has contributed to the dictionary with 394 meanings that we have approved and collected
in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do
not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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acelerador de particulas
Particle accelerator: particle accelerators are tools that use electromagnetic fields to accelerate particles that are
electrically charged up to very high speeds, and can be close to that of light.

achihual
Achihual: When a person made of corn tortillas by hand have to constantly wash the excess of that water is called
achihual where food waste is added to give the pigs.

acoso escolar
Bullying at school: ( bullyng ) It has its origin in the English word Bull ( toro ) Bull that is bothered to vested to the
Bullfighter.  When a child is molested it is said making him bullyng which comes to be bullying.

adogmatico
Adogmatico: For the Greek philosophy dogma meant a set of precepts, subsequent mind dogma was associated with
religious doctrine. A person adogmatica is a person who does not follow a doctrine in particular.

adulterar
Adultery: Corrupt something, change the order of something, be adulterous a food, a doctrine, a relationship, you are
adulterous eyes. Jesus says: Anyone who looks a woman lustfully, already adultery in his heart ( alter the internal order
of the body )

aeroterapia
Aeroterapia: Use of air purposes healing, via through the skin or respiratory system.

alarma
Alarm: It is said that Spaniards to fend off enemy armies had by custom stacked their weapons to the scepter of the Fort
and to not leave their work was a lookout in charge of warning of the presence of any enemy with the cry "a gun!"   (to
take up arms).  This custom brought him to america according to the book the true story of the new Spain.    Bernal days
del Castillo

alcornoque
1.-Cork oak: tree from which is extracted the Cork and other derivatives, as the insulation using spaceships.<br>2.-Head
of Cork: hollow head, no intelligence, no reasoning, etc.

alimento trasgenico
Transgenic food: food to which alters are their DNA to get advantages in production, they are those foods which have
been inserted them exogenous genes in their genetic codes.

alimentos complementarios
Complementary foods: are those foods that come to reinforce our diet when for some reasons our intake of some
nutrients in particular are very low.

alimentos termogenicos



Gene Thermo food: foods that raise the body temperature and provoke sweat.

alimentos termogenicos
Gene Thermo food: foods that raise the body temperature and provoke sweat.

almud
ALMUD: Measured antigua made with a box of wood that it was equivalent to 16 approximate kilos of grain.

alumno
Student: Individual who is taught to generate their own light, guide le to think from your inner wisdom codes which lie as
mines waiting to be discovered.

amar y querer
Love and love: love is unconditional, love is subject to certain conditions; I love you as you love me, I love you if you give
me something in return. Love asks nothing in return, love no matter if it is reciprocated.

anciano
Elder: Is a Word as many that with time and the spindle tend to distort their meaning, understand it today as a synonym
for old but in ancient cultures be elder was synonymous of you maturity and wisdom he was honourable and Honourable
when someone was given the place of old man. The elderly in a community were those who were taking the most
important decisions.

andres
Andrew: antropos Greek which means male, male.    The same root is clear from antron ( 41 cavern; man cave or be
living inside.

androcentrismo evangelico
Evangelical Androcentrism: modern Christian movement that is characterized by a liturgy focused on man as opposed to
the Gospel Christ Central of the vast majority of Christian denominations that exist in the world

android
Android: It is an operating system designed for mobile devices such as cell phone and tablets,

anorexia
Anorexia nervosa: ( lack of appetite ) Disorder of food because of a psychosomatic imbalance of psychological origin,
abuse drugs, unbalanced diets and fashion media. Not confused it with Ipofagia, lack of appetite, which is caused by a
temporary crisis of organism as a defense mechanism.

antigua capital de los moabitas
Moab: The name of the eldest daughter of Lot. The Moabites were fruit of the ancestor of Lot with his daughter. Genesis
19:37 the eldest had a son, which he called Moab, who was the father of the Moabites of today.

antropocultor
ANTROPOCULTOR: Antropo-hombre Cultor - cultivated.  As well as the farmer cultivated land, an antropocultor grown



man's heart to humanize it is a sower of real words, words with spirit, words with heart.  He is an artist of the true Word.

antropocultura
ANTROPOCULTURA: It is the art of planting true Word in the man's heart to expand consciousness.  Cultivate the heart
of man or woman to humanize it and align it with its environment for development more holistic and thus can transforms
your reality in a world in constant transformation.

apapachar
APAPACHAR: Word of Náhuatl origin - apapachoa - which means deep touch, caress the soul

apixcahuarse
Apixcahuarse: Smell that dismisses clothes when washing directly with rainwater and when we dry it in the shade, also
acquires this smell when it is raining the clothes that we expose to the Sun.

aprendizaje autónomo
Autonomous learning: ability to learn without a guide, guardian, or teacher. Few people discover this ability of
autonomous learning that can have great advantages, you choose the material, the tempo that you dedicated to the
study. The only downside is that hardly recognize you your academic training.

arrinquin
Arrinquin: Back in the air in the form of maroma.

asertividad
Assertiveness: Assertiveness is a skill in communication which consists in saying what you think and feel in the right
time and in the appropriate form. It is an attitude that is related to empathy and self-esteem.

autofagia celular
Cellular autophagy : The discovery of Japanese biologist Yoshinori Ohsumi, winner of the Nobel Prize in Medicine, is
called cell autophagy, and the ability of cells to regenerate itself through the overnight fasting of this process is it calls it
cellular autophagy (eating yourself) which consists of recycling at the cellular level that has the body of all cells that die,
reused them for their survival.

autopercepción
Self-perception: This is how we perceive ourselves, the auto image that each person has, we can have a very low
concept for ourselves either a very high concept.

ayahuasca
Ayahuasca: Drink that shamans and religious of the Amazon, with healing and religious character with hallucinogenic
effects of DMT content substance psychoactive therapeutic spindles.

ayunoterpia
Ayunoterapia: Stop eating foods with therapeutic purposes, to activate channels of elimination and the body's defenses.

bajial



Native: In the South of Chiapas as you native to places of low reputation as a synonym for cabaret, brothel.

baldios
Barrens: Became known as Barrens to persons working for the landowner in Exchange for a piece of land that lent them
to sow the harvest for consumption.

baraka
Baraka: In Hebrew baraka mean kneeling, in latin it translates as the Act of blessing.  The Hebrews in antiquity knelt to
receive (baraka) God's blessings through the Patriarchs, which received the blessing is put on her knees and giving the
blessing placed his hand on the head pronouncing words from God that would mark l to life he received it.

barragan
Barragan: Mexico is a surname meaning descendants of barraganes and the barraganes was son of a barragana with a
clergyman

barragana
Barragana: In the Middle Ages was very common that the clerics maintained marital relations prohibited by the Catholic
Church.    Popes, Cardinals and bishops procreaban outside of marriage, as it was impossible to stop this problem has
made them more easy to create a new status that would give legality to the births, so is born the concept barragania.  It
is believed that in the century thirteen is when approving this law within the clergy.  Barragana could be because there is
a barrier that prevents them from marrying (bar) and (win) because winning the Catholic Church, winning the cleric was
the mother of the children and earned the children.  If someone carrying the surname Barragan want know its origins
already knows that the Barraganes could well be grandchildren of some clerics.  With the passage of the years
barragana is as synonymous with concubine, mistress etc.

barraganes
Barraganes: In the Middle Ages they were called barraganes to the children of a barragana with a clergyman where is
born the surname barragan

barraganía
Barragania: Edict of the Catholic Church in the thirteenth century to give legal status to women who joined a clergyman
in order to procreate and have a family.

bebidas energeticas
Energy drinks: energy drinks, are liquids of carbonated water mixed with plant extracts, sugar and other substances.
The main of these drinks most ingredients are taurine, caffeine and guarana, ginseng, vitamins

bendecir
Bless: " say a good " talk about well someone praise him, speak of its attributes, this would be the best way of blessing
the people from my particular point of view should take into account that; in the hologram of the universe which also
bless you this blessing what is known as the law of dharma, sowing and harvest, for some cultures the boomerang of
the existence.  Under this principle not hope that God bless, since I can bless you many times as necessary. Without
leaving aside the already established system and our faith beliefs.

bibliologo
Biblicist: Person who specializes in the canon of the Scriptures of the old and New Testament, following the rules of



hermeneutics and exegesis

bienaventurado
Blessed: Buena - ventura a person with Bliss is that which has the certainty that this sowing the good seed so it will have
good harvests, he has no fear of the future, live the present, hoping for the best for the future.

biopirateria
Biopiracy: Is looting, smuggling, theft or robbery and appropriation of genetic and biological resources, as well as the
appropriation of traditional knowledge relating to the use of natural resources

blogueros
Bloggers: With the advent of information technology and the expansion of the internet become also the computer
technicalities, one of them is the bloggers who are the people that manage one or more blogs where they share
information taken from the network depending on the individual interest of each one and the followers.

buchi
Buchi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Buche" being its meaning:<br>Crop: In some places in Mexico
called buchi bulge of the esophagus in birds, in the form of membranous bag, where stored foods to soften them before
crushing them in the gizzard.

bulimia
Bulimia: Persons suffering from this disorder live in a medium where suffering of bullyng to such degree that end up
being their own executioners through a constant psychological scourge that ends up not to accept such as causing
vomiting, this social phenomenon was baptized with the name of bulimia.   (Disturbing a bull to provoke him )

cadejo
Cadejo: Black dog that according to legend she appeared at night.  Associated with the nahuales Mesoamerican popular
belief.

carnaval
Carnival: In ancient cultures existed rites and sacrifices to honor their gods and some ceremonies were being attached
to the syncretism of each country, one of them is known as, carnaval meat to baal. Baal a Pagan God created as
believed in Babylon at the time when open is ordered out into the land of Canaan.

catatimia
Catatimia: Disorder of perception, where the subject amplifies or reduces reality depending on your state of mind and
convenience.  All once we have had moments of catatimia, i.e., to see things as we wish they were, instead of seeing
them as they are in reality

catilimbuchi
Catilimbuchi: This word is used in a region of Chiapas, and to say give money by putting your head on the floor and
falling on his back.

cefalagia
cefalagia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "headache" as meaning:<br>Headache: Cefalos ( 41 head;



Algia ( 41 pain; Literally, headache.

chambea
Chambea: Possibly comes from the English word chambers of commerce (camera fromtrade) where Mexicans were
recruited to work in the United States in field of there comes the word chambear as a synonym of work, cambea work,
chabeador co worker mo.

chelonera
Chelonera: Name given to the conjunctivitis some years ago.

chicatana
Juliotecla: It is an edible species of ants with wings that leaves in the rainy season in the region of Chiapas and Oaxaca.

chiclan
Chiclan: Men and male animals that are born with a single testis.

chikungunya
Chikungunya: It is a type of fever caused by a virus transmitted by mosquito. It is a disease that causes an acute febrile
originating in Africa.

chikungunya
Chikungunya: It is a type of fever caused by a virus transmitted by mosquito. It is a disease that causes an acute febrile
originating in Africa.

chingón
Chingon: Possibly this word was corrupted with spindle and comes from a word of Chinese origin, Chi Gong, which
means power, strength and skill.

chisguiando
Chisguiando: Possibly the gerund of the word chisguete which means any fluid leaking out violently example: be cut with
the knife and it came out with the chisguete of blood ( it was chisgueando )

chiviado
Chiviado: In Mexico you want to say blushing, embarrassed, wrong, let someone planted.

cholenco
Cholencos: It is a derogatory word to refer to a person with a disability on the feet.

choroco
Choroco: It is a derogatory way to refer to a person who listens too little, either is that it does not listen.

chumul
Chumul: The chumul is to wrap anything quickly. The most common is to take a sheet and put clothes inside and tie all



four extremities.

claustrofilia
Claustrophilia: Cloister ( closure )  Filia ( love ) When closure has noble purposes to it separated by short periods of
social noise and can be found with one's self and his divinity.

claustromania
Claustromania: The conduct disorder manifested by a desire to messy to closure, without any purpose and for an
indefinite time.

clinudo
Clinudo: This word comes from the word Mane that refers to the hair of some animals mainly the horse and in the South
of Mexico pronounce clin, that's clinudo refers to a person who has this or too long hair tousled.

cocina conciente
Kitchen consent: consent to the kitchen is a contemporary trend that uses cooking techniques such as; the sauteed,
cooked in steam, sofreido, slow, temperatures not exceeding 85 degrees c. To preserve alive the nutrients from the food
mostly from enzymes and water-soluble vitamins as the b complex and vitamin C.

cocina conciente
Conscious kitchen: is a kitchen that puts great care in the preparation of dishes, whereas the cooking time, temperature
down ninety degrees to not kill the nutrient, cares that food is fresh and free of toxic, the animals are reared in natural
environments.

colérico
Choleric: One of the four basic temperaments attributed to Hippocrates. Qualities of this temperament, are distinguished
by being highly extroverted people, great statesmen, great leaders, have them gift of command are also in the positions
in companies. etc.

coloquial de tener buena suerte, en argentina
Colloquial: Everyday, colloquial talk comes from discussion, exchange of views with little formality.

como codificar un numero
Encode: Save information in codes.

confabulador
Confabulador: Person to achieve their goals is it's worth of Fables ( 41 fictional story. A lie varnishing it really ( a kilo of
lying by a gram of truth )

constipacion
Constipation: Constipation of the bowels have a tremendous relationship with the constipation of the respiratory system
in both cases is manifested by a binding of impurities mostly mucus. This type of disorder occurs mainly in sudden
changes of temperature.



copalito
Copalito: Diminutive of copal, is a tree that is used in many parts of america as an incense to the altars in the Catholic
religion and rituals of the natives of each country.

corromper
Corrupt : In ancient times they discovered a beginning, that all things and situations decompose from center to
circumference therefore it is believed that corrupting means "breaking from its center" breaking from the heart.  Simply
put no one corrupts anyone, corruption comes from the center of the heart.  Because bad thoughts come out of the
heart.  Jesus the Christ

cousiño
Cousino: Is a surname of Portuguese origin, which extended to Spain, Brazil and part of the South of Mexico, for
Brazilians is coutinho; for Mexicans coutiño. We know that you it's the same surname by the coat of arms, which is the
same for all three.

coyol nahualt
Coyol: Tree of coyol where an intoxicating drink called tavern is extracted. Fruit of the same tree which is prepared with
sweet.

cretino
Cretin: Although this word comes from cretinism, mental illness which was very common in some places where the land
was very poor in iodine, possibly originated is back in the island of Crete, where Paul the Apostle mentions in one of his
letter writing to Tito his partner Titus 1:12 was one of their own prophets who said: "The Cretans are always liars, evil
beasts, lazy gluttons.".It is clear that cretin is synonymous with stupid, silly, lerdo etc.

criado
Servant, a: the word servant or maid was corrupted with time. This word was commonly used in the large haciendas
where used to hire waiters for different tasks of the field the children of the young men who were born in the hacienda
from children helped in the House of the patterns these people when they grew they were called servants. Some
servants reached high esteem of patterns

crisis curativa
Healing crisis: commonly referred to as acute disease, but it is not really a disease, is a system response immune when
the body is saturated with substances other than its economy ensues the crisis of self cleaning to purification of the
body.

cromoterapia
Chromatherapy: Chromotherapy is a very subtle form of healing by means of colors, especially of psychosomatic
diseases, nervous origin and the endocrine system.

cuachi
Cuachi: It is said cuachi to a twin brother either when a person are together for friendship said andan encuachadas.

cuatrapiado
Cuatrapiado: Change the sequence of things in their logical order.



cucuyús
Cucuyuchi: It is most likely a species of louse of the hens is the cucuyuchi and that the way to pronounce it changes
from one region to another.

curar de ojo
Eye cure: it is said to cure eye, pass an egg with a little alcohol and Basil throughout the body of the children when the
children are very weeping and writing without apparent cause.

demonio
Demon: This word is composed of the prefix () which denotes division or distribution and (Moni) which means unity,
demon would be which divided the mind between good and evil.   Inheritance of the forbidden fruit of the science of
good and evil according to genesis.

desarrollo del potencial
Development of potential: each human being brings embedded the seed of genius, make it germinate, grow it in a
permanent form, that is the development of potential.

desastre
Disaster: The prefix "des" means to put two in against position and "Spay" means star or star.   The movements of the
stars with the catastrophes they formerly associated.  This word is also used to tell a person who is a disaster

desastre
Disaster: The prefix "des" means to put two in against position and "Spay" means star or star.   The movements of the
stars with the catastrophes they formerly associated.  This word is also used to tell a person who is a disaster

desbarajustar
Desbarajustar: Can refer to people things or situations, a desbarajustada person is one that lost the emotional balance
and acts obedient to their impulses rather than to reason, a desbarajustado place is a messy place.

desgraciado
Wretched: Devoid of grace, it is someone who has fallen from divine grace and is left to the misfortune of his existence
and the adversity of his own acts so that by means of the Crucible he recognizes again his creator and returns to his
bosom.

desprogramado
Desprogramado: With the arrival of the computers the words program, deprogramming, they have become very
common and are terms used when referring to the machines as to humans.  This word means that a team does not
have program and can also refer to a person free from social programs.

dia de pentecostes
Pentecost: Pentecost means 50 days, they were the days elapsed after the resurrection of Jesus Christ until the day
where is poured out the Holy Spirit on the hundred and twenty disciples who were gathered. Manifested signs of fire on
their heads and various genre language.

diacono



I Deacon: The Apostles of the early Church are the first to appoint deacons since at that time it was neglecting service
within the community and to resolve this conflict, they decide to appoint seven deacons who would be responsible for
the services related to purely material aspects to that responsible for the spiritual service not overlooked his Ministry.

dialéctica
Internal dialectic: dialogue internal to making brain hemispheres to work an alternately to give birth to the hypothesis,
that will lead us to the thesis, we cause the antithesis, so comes the synthesis and then repeat the process.

diantres
Hell: Is very interesting as some words like hell are born: in the Middle Ages it was common when someone is angry he
invoked the devil but were aware that invoke it brought them misery, to avoid the French created a euphemism for the
word di Ablo thus is born the word hell

dichoso
HAPPY-A: Blessed is the man or woman who has said to flower lips, such that we call proverbs and evoking mostly
good ventura, good omens which become decrees.

dieta atkins
Atkins diet: this diet is named after the Doctor who creates it, that consisted of a diet low in carbohydrates and high in
proteins of animal origin.

dieta atkins
Atkins diet: this diet is named after the Doctor who creates it, that consisted of a diet low in carbohydrates and high in
proteins of animal origin.

dieta de la zona
The zone diet: this diet developed it the biochemist Barry Sears zone program has as a main goal control silent
inflammation in the body. The contrary see inflammation as a do symptom do ( pain, Burns, etc.??  ) silent inflammation
is often undetectable for years and affects all bodily function.

dieta macrobiotica
Macrobiotic Diet: the macro-biotic system classifies foods into two categories: ying ( 41 passive food; and yang ( 41
active food;. A balance between food must exist ying and yang to achieve health and physical and mental well-being.
The Macrobiotic Diet has its origins in zen Buddhist philosophy and teach their followers a power that has not been
manipulated industrially.

diezmo
Tithes: Tribute in kind tax to the eleven tribes of Israel consisting of oil, wine, wheat, first fruits of animals, etc.  This
portion was for the sustenance of the Levites tribe that was consecrated to the priesthood and the only one that did not
have farmland.

doctor
doctor is incorrectly written and it should be written as "the correct word is doctor and doctor if I finish the Ph.d.
otherwise is theft" being its meaning:<br>Doctor: The doctorate is the highest degree conferred by the University to any
career, a person after studying a Bachelor's degree, studies the mastery to conclude with the doctorate, a doctor holds a
degree in medicine.  A doctor has been awarded a doctorate if have it should be punishable by law as a usurpation of



functions.

doctrina termica
Thermal doctrine: healing system that sewn on balancing the body temperature. Developed by the Chilean naturist
Manuel Lezaeta Acharan

doctrina termica
Thermal doctrine: System of natural healing which seeks to balance the body with various therapeutic methods
proposed and promoted for over forty years by the lawyer of Chilean origin Manuel Lezaeta Acharan.

drones
Drones: Drones are robots, unmanned by person who is manipulated via remote control. Drones are produced from a
toy to a fighter plane

ebelequero
Embelequero: A person that you usually fooled by lies.

ecumenismo
Ecumenism: There are two Ecumenical currents in the world, first: which has the backing of the State and reflects
second political rather than religious interests: he will have to seek the unity inspired by love and faith to escape the first.

efecto placebo
Placebo effect: in medicine, the placebo effect is used in some patients with psychosomatic diseases and also gives
good results in States of hypochondria.

elocuentes
Eloquent: A person having much eloquence in a speech, sermon, piece of speaking etc. Synonymous with ease of
words and handling of rhetoric.

elucubraciones
verb lucubrate comes from the Latin verb elucubrare, a default of lucubrare. This word is derived from lucubrun (
otherwise small of any kind for night 41 alubrarse; formed with lux 40 root; light ) and the instrumental suffix - brum.It
elucubrare was in principle work watching in the night to the light of a lamp, where happens to mean striving with vigils in
a work or an argument. There goes too finally to speculate at length about something in some conditions of Vigil, effort
and fatigue, as a consequence, wander or think much and too unsubstantiated.    Lucubrate therefore belongs to la
familia léxica de lux and thus share with words such as light, fire, light, moon, illuminate, illustrate, etc.

empoderamiento
Empowerment: (Empowerment ) Empowerment is a form of acting at Community level and thus producing social
change, action that is based on the strengths, skills and social support systems which produce a change in
communities.

encuachados
Encuachados: It is said of people who by some link are together all the time



energia toroidal
Toroidal power: is the model of energy that uses nature, to balance it... It appears in the magnetic field that surrounds
the Earth, to the individual and to the atom. The universe is a factory of toroids which are visible at various scales, from
the smallest galaxies.

enfermedad degenerativa
Degenerative disease: diseases go through three stages the first stage is the healing crisis ( 41 acute illness; the second
stage is chronic disease and the last stage is the degenerative disease; cancer, leukemia, AIDS, etc.

enfermedades cronicas
Intestinal laziness: problem with the Peristaltic movement of the bowels that causes waste to take more time than it
should in the intestines.

enmuinarse
Enmuinarse: Muiña courage, anger, disgust is therefore enmuinarce is angry, filled with wrath

enpoderamiento
Emponderamiento: In our society, there are groups that feel excluded from the rest so it feel that their rights are violated,
Governments to remedy this situation use policies public empowerment by reforming certain laws that help to These
groups to emponderase that is not another thing that get power through policies public of each country

enteogenos
Entheogens: ( God within us do ) vegetable substances such as peyote, fungi, save that, etc. when ingested, provide a
divine experience; in the past it used to be known as hallucinogens, psychedelic, etc. Ancient cultures used this type of
substances the priestly class and shamans ( 41 healers; for religious and healing purposes

entusiasmo
Enthusiasm: Enthusiasm is an emotion that arises from the inside of each individual, something similar to the euphoria
that produces the wine. The word enthusiasm comes enteos root which means in God does is so excited someone
generates an ineffable joy that does not explain where it comes from.

enzimoterapia
Enzimotherapy: Healing by means of synthetic or natural enzymes.

esoterismo
Esotericism: A set of doctrines reserved for certain elites, that require some degree of initiation to participate in this
knowledge.

espirales
spirals is incorrectly written and should be written as being its meaning spiral: spirals: is the plural of spiral that also
comes from the Greek PI-3. 1416 out the perimeter of a circle is measured diameter ES-PI - RAL in geometry is a planar
curve, which as it is generating around Central the magnificent from a Center, is moving away from it.  In nature we have
many examples one of the most well-known is the snail.

estigmatizacion



Stigma: Stigma ( 41 brands; put labels to individuals and groups by their attitudes and behavior.

estupido
Stupid: The entupido-a word comes from the same family of the word: stupor, narcotic, flabbergasted, stunned. Is-thick
this stunned mind, this thick, that fails to see clearly, that do not hear with objectivity.

estúpidos
Stupid: The word is in the thick plural comes from the same family of the word; Stupor, narcotic, stupefied, stupefaction. 
They are thick in the mind, they are stunned, they fail to see clearly, they do not hear or see with objectivity.   They are
people who store a lot of information and become great intellectuals but lacking in culture

eucaristía
Eucharist: The action of giving thanks to God for all his blessings, this makes us aware that the source of all good
comes from the.  We are very accustomed to the vast majority of people who come to the eternal only to ask but very
few people know to thank.   Eucaristos in Greek means "Thanks".

eutanasia
Euthanasia: There are two types of euthanasia, direct euthanasia is that moving forward the process of the death of a
person who has an incurable disease. The second type of euthanasia is the indirect call, which is to alleviate the pain
and suffering of the person and so are supplied a number of medications that can cause the death of the sick as
unintended consequence.

eva mitocondrial
Mitochondrial Eve: is the hypothesis that says that all humanity is descended from a single African woman. This is
consistent with the biblical accounts of creation in the book of genesis.

evangelio
Gospel: EVA-good GELIUN-Messenger kind message.  We live in a reality of good and evil in our language, the Gospel
is to take us to another Stadium through the language of good news.

exito
Success: As a synonym for progress, but etymologically means output. Possibly comes from the Hebrew word exodus
which also means exit and English exit exit from the same family belong exhale, exile, excommunication. Etc.  The
relationship is that all individuals are born free but as we grow we acquire some armor that cloisters our true self, as us
Orchard let out and is liberated our real I.

exopolitica
EXOPOLITICS: It is a very new concept that arises from that is discovered a greater alien presence on the planet and
that according to investigators this will make Alliance with areas of political power in the world to form the new world
order with a Government at the head.

école
Ecole: this word is believed by us to get the Italian language eccolo cua which translates as "here is" is like saying it
gave to the nail, I found the answer, I chord of a situation, I found the solution to a problem.  It's like the eureka of the
Greeks "I found it".



fagofilia
Fagophilia : Eating disorder manifested by an unmeasured desire to eat without taking into account the quality of what
some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be frugality temperance

farmacogenetica
Pharmacogenetics: It is personalized medicine, so each person can get the ideal drug in the dose right according to your
body and metabolic capacity.

feliz
HAPPY: Fe-lix a happy person is one that is exercising their faith, which keeps it active.  The mustard seed that says
writing is sown in in the heart of the human being, grows is born the tree and gives much fruit to share with others.  A
person feix always looks good, so it is happy than you expect good late in coming.

fiesta agape
Agape feast: 40 meetings of the early Church, feast of love ) where celebrated the resurrection of Jesus Christ the first
day of the 40 week; Sunday ) where they broke bread and wine were taken to announce his next coming.

fifí
Fifi: With the French invasion in Mexico brought with them customs, fashion and language that the Mexicans were
adopted over time, people who imitated this lifestyle were called Fifi as synonymous with effeminate (in the correct
sense of the word), Eng Laughed in comparison to the common people who were of rude manners and customs, the Fifi
was identified by clothing to fashion and appearing riches.

firulais
Firulais : It is the most common name used in Mexico to name a dog.  Firulais has its origins in the English word FREE
OF LICE THAT "which means flea-free".  and was widely used in the middle of the last century by the US authorities,
who asked Mexican agricultural workers to have their pretty companions pass by the border perfectly clean, flea-free. 

fisioterapia
Physiotherapy: The World Health Organization defines physiotherapy as the art and science of treatment through
therapeutic exercise, heat, cold, light, water, electricity and massage.

fitoterapia
Herbal medicine: Healing through healthy plants, tizanas, tinctures, extracts and poultices.

flemático
Phlegmatic: (Phlegm slow ) According to Hippocrates that are characterized by being very quiet, a very introverted
temperament, like people choose tasks that require a lot of patience and that are very laborious, they tend to be very
tidy. Professions where most find this temperament, counters, diplomats, teachers, technicians and craftsmen. Etc.

forum
Forum is incorrectly written and should be written as being its meaning Forum: forum: is a word of Latin Forum does
erect.  The Forum can be a physical or virtual person meeting to share themes, this word comes from the word poliforum
which means several forums.



gangoso
Gangoso : It is said of a person that when speaking either by congenital temporal nasal obstruction, he speaks with
nasal resonance. 

gases
Flatulence: Gases that form in the digestive tract by bad habits in the table; eating too fast, abuse of simple
carbohydrates, eat stressed, drinks sweetened with meals, eat desserts. Etc.

geoterapia
Geotherapy: Use of clay in the form of poultice in different part of the body to balance the temperature.

geófaga
Geophagy: The custom of eating Earth reflects a need for nutrients mostly of minerals such as iron, calcium,
magnesium, etc.  In some countries, edible clay sold in health food stores.

gnosico
Gnostic: Possibly refers to Gnostic meaning self knowledge or self-knowledge.  There is the belief that the auto
knowledge leads us to the knowledge of God in Gnosticism.

grafeno
Graphene: It is a material biodimensional featuring only one atom thick. Its structure laminar flat graphite is composed of
carbon atoms that form a hexagonal network. He is known as the material of the future, one of the most thin, flexible and
strong in the world, that could revolutionize the industry of mobile telephony.

guacho
Guacho: Mexico says was the military possibly because to embrace the militia have to pay allegiance to the homeland
as mother and father.

guaperrimos
Guaperrimo: In Mexico is an idiom meaning very handsome or very pretty this word was popularized in the 1980s with
television programs led by Verónica Castro where she pronounced it regularly.

gueguecho
GUEGUECHO: is believes that in some places the land is very poor in iodine and some people suffering of inflammation
of the thyroid and is les bulking the neck to this bulge is you called commonly gueguecho

guelaguetza
"Guelaguetza: the word guelaguetza is of Zapotec origin and means to help each other".  in special situations people
help each other as we harvest a crop, build a House, at the celebrations of traditional holidays.   This name is called an
annual festival which takes place in oaxaca.

gueto
Ghetto is incorrectly written and it should be written as "ghetto" being its meaning:<br>Ghetto: Italian - ghetto-extension
of a neighborhood, a city inhabited by members of a minority racial, religious, or cultural, these usually subjected to
social, economic or legal pressure.



harnero
Screen: it was formerly called them screen objects of animal fur with hole that tied in the extreme for threshing the corn.

helioterapia
Heliotherapy: Exposure to the Sun at different times of the day to take advantage of the light, heat and energy.

hidrofobica
Hydrophobic: Person he's afraid to slip into the water, by any traumatic experience that has not passed.

hidroterapia
Hydrotherapy: Using water for purposes of healing of internal and external.

hierba santa
Yerba santa: known by other name such as; Holy sheet, from santa maria in some regions of southern Mexico and part
of central america. It has medicinal properties to combat stomach gases some types of cough but it is more common in
the traditional kitchen.

hiperfagia
Hyperphagia: Uncontrolled appetite which may have caused a deficit of nutrients by the abuse of food seudotroficos (
false food ) as major triggers problems Glycemic and metabolic manifested by an excess fat as a leading cause of
obesity and diabetes

hipocrates
Hippocrates: Considered the father of medicine, of Greek origin who lived in the 4th century BC. It laid the Foundation of
medicine under principles that are today known as clubbing aphorisms.

hipocrita
Hypocrite: As synonymous with phony, which is double-sided, which used masks according to the situation. This word
was expressed on multiple occasions by Jesus Christ when he was heading to the Pharisees and the Sadducees in that
time. This word means actor, actors of the Greek era called them hypocrites, having the facility Act introduced into the
character that you want to represent.

hojala
tinplate is incorrectly written and should be written as "hopefully" being its meaning:<br>I wish: Is of Arabic origin
meaning does God want do oj-wing.

holista
Holistic: Comes from the word holos meaning all, comprehensive, complete. In the years 70s starts about this trend to
the holistic is an ideological current that is counter to the fragmented and reductionist, as Aristotle said: the whole is
more than the sum of its parts for example: medicine holistic is considered the person at three levels of the self spirit
soul and body the same education holistic.

hortelano ecologico
Ecological gardener: person who specializes in the organic cultivation of a garden, respecting the biodiversity of the soil
and of the region, using fertilizers and natural pesticides.



huachicol
Huachicol: Drink alcohol you adulterous, currently refers to other substances such as diesel and gasoline.  This word is
believed that it comes from the nahualt.

huachicolero
Huachicolero: Person or persons engaged in theft of fuel, gasoline, in Mexico.  Word of Náhuatl origin that gave its origin
when alcoholic beverages adulteraban.

huerta organica
Organic gardening: is an area of land where a crop of vegetables, vegetables, medicinal plants and fruit trees, without
the use of chemicals is done. Sowing is credited with natural pesticides and organic fertilizers.

hulero
HULERO: Huleeero, huleeero, in the stadiums of football in Mexico is used in a derogatory manner and is a way of
saying culero.

humildad
Humility: Comes from the Latin root humus ( 41 land;The word humility means literally prostrate on earth that was the
form of worship of the ancient cultures was a way to recognize the divine ate the human baseness that's why there is a
difference between humility and meekness of the reason is that: do humble before God and before our fellow meek
do.??

iatrogenia
Iatrogenic: 40 Iatros; medical ) Genia ( 41 origin; Diseases caused by medical errors, by contagion in hospitalizations,
side effect of drug abuse

imposision de manos
Laying on of hands: custom of the early Church taught by Jesus Christ that was to put his hands on the head of a
person to receive health care or a special gift.

incate
incate is incorrectly written and it should be written as "incate" being its meaning:<br>Incate: Kneel before an entity high
in an attitude of humility and reverence.

incubar
Incubation: Incubate an idea, a project, an idea to get pregnant.

inculcar
Instill comes from the same family gives the word calca, tracing, stress, make a copy of... Examples: When parents want
them to instill something to the children the best way is, repeated many times required a concept the brain to encode
new information, the result will be that the children end up becoming parents or copy of any pattern, model who wish to
pursue. The mass media, advertisers, market logos, etc. They know very well this principle and use it for commercial
uses and thus achieve penetrate into the subconscious of people for purely commercial purposes. Also religious use it
for political purposes, etc.



incuvar
incuvar is incorrectly written and should be written as "hatching an idea, a business, hatching a project..." being its
meaning:<br>Incubate: This word should be interpreted according to the context of the whole of the sentence, although
it originally meant to hatch, today the term is used to express subjective aspects of language such as;   hatching an
idea, incubate a business incubation project. Etc.

indolinguistica
Indolinguistica: Is the science of the interior language, etymologically comes from the Greek endo meaning inner and
Linguistics, science of language.

indotrinar
Indotrinar: It is a process that imposing values by force. The indotrinamiento does not have the freedom to reject the
values that are inculcated.

infórmamelo
Informamelo: A way of speaking in central america to say "give me information"

inteligencias multiples
Multiple intelligences: according to Howard Gardner has eight types of intelligences;Linguistic, logical-mathematical,
spatial, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, intrapersonal, interpersonal, naturalistic.

inteligente
Intelligent: Refers to someone who know how to read their own internal codes where lies the true wisdom and choose
the best of those codes.  Today it is called the book of instructions of life where our genetics and the perennial wisdom
of our ancestors.  9

intoxicaci¿n celular
Cellular intoxication: the toxins present in the body comes from the wear of your own tissue, but the vast majority come
from the degradation of the foodstuffs.  All the toxins are accepted by the Agency as they do not exceed the limit.

iperfagia
Hyperphagia: Eating disorder that involves eating too much. People suffering from this disorder are those who consume
many food deficit ( food seudotroficos ) who come to escape the few nutrients that have stored the body, this is the
reason why fall into the spiral without return that results in disorders like obesity and diabetes metabolic.

ipofagia
Ipofagia: Loss of appetite, lack of appetite by some body imbalance of multifactorial origin, mainly when the body is
stuck of substances which are not assimilable to its economy and therefore seeks channels of I drain to his expulsion,
came a crisis curative and as a result the body becomes like animals hunger strike.

iridolog¿a
Iridology: Diagnostics through the iris of the eyes to determine the place, degree of establishment of tissue, organ
deterioration.

jehovã



Gehova: (41 YHWH; Jews not pronounce this name since it has no literal translation, any vowel that add you is a
serious translation error. Jesus never pronounced this name because it is not proper name these consonants mean
literally be or Lord ( which has life whether same ) -THE great I am - and God said to Moses: I am the that am. And he
said: thus tell the children of Israel: I am sent me to you. Exo 3:14

jimbalo
Jimbalo: Mean avientalo, it away.

josear
Josear: When animals are looking for the food josean everything in its path, with the snout they smell and lick everything
they find.

judío
Jewish: There are three kinds of Jews, descendants of Judah, born in Judea, which embrace the Jewish religion and is
circumcised.

jugoterapia
Juice therapy: Involves take juices from the station, for long under an expert supervision periods.

justan
They just: Skirt of blanket that is used between the dress and underwear so that it is transparent.

kale
Kale: Word that comes from the English meaning kale.

la nube
The cloud: is a metaphor used to refer to the service of storage and backup that allows us to access from any computer.

latrogénico
latrogenico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Iatrogenic" being its meaning:<br>Iatrogenic: Medical
treatment drugs and hospital spaces that are referred to as iatrogenic because they may trigger side effects. A
medication for gastritis may alter the nerves and nerve medication could affect the kidneys etc.

liberales
Liberals: In politics tend to be two streams ideological Liberals that are on the one hand and on the other end the
Conservatives, an example are very clear the Democrats and Republicans in the United States.  Liberals is the
progressive current that at any cost give you entry to the new (Democrats) and conservatives prefer the old values that
gave good results to the progress of the nation (Republicans) and they are very careful to the changes.

libre albedrio
Free will: doctrine initiated by the Spanish Jesuit Luis de Molina that consists of the belief of all human beings are free to
choose between good and evil at his own will, doctrine that is prepended to the French Juan Calvin predestination in the
time of the Protestant Reformation. If God is sovereign man fails to choose, if the man chooses God lets be sovereign.



limbo
Leaf blade: Place where are the righteous who are not baptized according to the Catholic religion.

logoterapia
Speech therapy: First use of logotherapy were Greeks although the concept is relatively new. Logotherapy is literally find
meaning to life, who I am, where I come from, that is what I want, to where I'm going.

lord
Lord: Although this title granted it is the of the nobility in England long before the Protestant Reformation, with the reform
this title is conferred to God and mister to refer to men.

louis kuhne
Luis Kune: Founder of the new science of healing without drugs or Operacionesaleman ( 1835 - 1901 ) Considered one
of the Apostles of hydrotherapy.

lurias
Lurias: Luria Issac was a Kabbalist of Jewish origin who dedicated his life to teach the cabala in the 16 century AD. To
the must the lurias Word as a synonym for crazy or weird.

luzbel
Luzbel means dawn lucero, name according to Jewish tradition is the angel given dismissed by God when it rebelled
against the according to the Hebrew Scriptures this being he was equal to God and for this serious mistake he was
dethroned and sent to Earth and today known by the name Satan. how fell from the sky, Dawn lucero! You were
knocked down to the ground, you who you vencías Nations. Isaiah 14:12. Another possible meaning is that of " baal 34
light; a Pagan God of the neighbouring nations of the people of israel

magnetoterapia
Magnetic therapy: Application of magnets in different parts of the body to balance the same electromagnetic fields.

maicol
maicol is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Michael" being its meaning:<br>Maicol: Is the pronunciation of
Michael name English Mi-ka-the Hebrew origin meaning would who like God.?? The male Latinized name is Miguel and
female Micaela. Miguel is a biblical Archangel mentioned in Jude 1:9 and Revelation 12:7.

maicol
Maicol is as is utters Michael and Michael is a form English that to your time comes from the Hebrew Mi-ka-which
means "who as Dios".  Michael Latinized male and female Micaela

majadero
Tamper: This word comes into spindle when the flocks in ancient Spain was common, a tamper was the responsible for
administering the flocks, places intended for the grazing of animals and to mash some beans in a mortar.  They were
considered uneducated people of the vulgar, unlearned.  These people had a language rustic and vulgar this word over
time began to be used as a synonym for fool, talking nonsense.

mal de pujo



Bad Pujo: Very little stool with mucus and blood lists. Possibly the name is to that person produces some pushes a
bowel movement.

maldecir
Curse: Say an evil against someone ( ill say ) or self. Example I am a fool is a form of curse against oneself;  you are a
rough, hollow head, it is a form of cursing others. I inherited my mother's illness, everything I get wrong, I am a loser,
etc.

malhaya
Curse: It expresses a desire to get something, at the same time recognizes that there is an evil that won't allow me to
receive the good that I want to. EVIL-IS-A

mamón
Mamon: A word of Aramaic origin, commonly used in the time of Jesus the Christ that time later popularized in the
Greek language which means God of money or wealth. In the book of Matthew 6: 24 says: none can serve two masters,
because you hate one and love the other, or abide to the one and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God and
Mammon.   ( textual Bible Edition 2010 )

mancerina
Mancerina: In the South of Mexico told mancerina to what is commonly referred to as trolley, manual instrument of a
single wheel for hauling different types of materials. Possibly the name comes from the handlebar, curve and rear part of
the plow on which supports the hand of the person who ara.

mantenimiento predictivo
Predictive maintenance: the vast majority of events of life are cause and effect therefore are predictable.  Predictive
maintenance on a vehicle for example follow indications which gives me the Agency at that time should change certain
parts and vehicle life will be longer.

manuel lezaeta acharan
Manuel Lezaeta Acharan: naturist, Chilean lawyer was born on June 17, 1881 and died on 24 September 1959, disciple
of father Thaddeus of wisent. Creator of the thermal doctrine.

mapachista
Mapachista: Armed group that emerged in the early 20th century in the State of Chiapas. Landowners took up arms
pawns of the haciendas to defend their land from possible invasions of zapatistas who threatened to enter the State.

marchanta
Marchanta: This word means a woman who goes shopping at the market, dealer refers to the male, possibly this word
the French introduced it in Latin america.

mastresalas
mastresalas is incorrectly written and should be written as "Carver " being its meaning: < /br >Carver: In the past were
the main servants of the kings who had the burden of proving the food and drink served to the tables of their masters,
are currently known as heads of waiters.  In the Gospel of John chapter 2 verse 9 the master of the feast test the water
changed into wine.



mayéutica
Maieutics: Literally means giving birth, name that were given to midwives in the days of Greek philosophy Word bobbin
is believed by Socrates that it precisely was the son of a midwife.  It was to an interlocutor to illuminate the truth, to
discover it for himself, to decode it in his soul, by means of a dialogue.

medicina antroposofica
Anthroposophical medicine: holistic anthroposophic medical system was founded in 1920 by Rudolf Steiner on the
doctrinal basis of the anthroposophy which consists of an integrated approach salutifera regenerative power that has the
body-centered.Complementary medicine therapies anthroposophical rhythmical massage, art therapy, music therapy,
therapy of speech, external applications, and bathrooms.

medicina ayurveda
Ayurvedic medicine: medicine of Indian origin and meaning in Sanskrit, science of life. Medicine ayurveda includes a
range of treatments including herbal medicine, changes in diet, meditation, massage and yoga, to maintain or restore
health.

medicina eclectica
Eclectic medicine: (Eclectic = choose the best ) Branch of medicine that takes the best of all healthy cultures, as
philosophies: medicine ayurveda medicine Chinese medicine Hebrew Greek medicine, medicine homeopathic medicine
traditional indigenous scientific medicine. Etc.

medicina energetica
Energy medicine: it is a broad concept that includes various systems, such as acupuncture, Reiki, reflexology, Shiatsu,
among many others, and is based on the belief that changes in the " 34 vital force; of the body, including electrical and
electromagnetic, fields affect human health and they can promote their healing.

medicina holistica
Holistic medicine: medicine that seeks the integration of the three levels of the being through complementary therapies
taking into consideration the fundamental premise that the whole is more than the sum of its parts

mediocracia
Mediocracia: A country's political system where the media have interference in the decision-making process to choose
their leaders.

melancólico
Melancholy: One of the four basic temperaments that are attributed to Hippocrates the father of medicine. It is an
extremely introverted temperament with a great cesibilidad for fine arts its marked introversion makes it to be a very
creative person. Professions that the melancholy play very well; speakers, musicians, poets, writers, painters and
graphic designers etc.

metamedicina
Metamedicine: The term comes from the Greek prefix meta meaning beyond. This means that the Metamedicine is
going beyond traditional medicine.  A medicine metaphysics that transcends the physical plane to search for
psychological reasons and spiritual.

microgotas



droplets is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Microdose" being its meaning:<br>Microdose: Is called
microdose to a method of treatment that is to apply one or two drops sublingually ( under the tongue ) for a more rapid
absorption of the active substance through the central nervous system.

midicina suprema
Supreme medicine: philosophical system of the health sciences proposed a more prophylactic that care approach based
on the principle of prevention.

minimalista
Minimalism: Minimalism is a modern trend that contrasts with all the elaborate and complicated mainly in the Baroque
style. We can find it in art, architecture, design, interior decoration. Etc.

mitote
Mitote: This word is of nahuatl origin and means many voices that are heard at the same time through the rational mind
that does not allow us to see objective reality if not the opposite creates mental confusion.  Mitote can also mean gossip
or rumor.

mitotero
Mitotero: Someone from little criterion and that spread opinions without verifying that these false or true sen, also are
told mitoteros people are very given to gossip and rumor

molcajete
Molcajete: Piece carved in stone to prepare sauce with tomatoes and chilies.

molecula espiritual
DMT is an active ingredient that is found in the brain and some considered hallucinogenic plants. Among them the most
famous is Ayahuasca, sacred medicine of the Amazonas.Se used by shamans or healers in a therapeutic context and
healing. DMT is a powerful substance in our body. The pineal gland is used to reprogram the 5 senses lower extending
its range of perception.

molina
Molina: Last name of Spanish origin meaning House of wheels. It literally means windmill.

molinismo
Molinismo: Doctrine of free agency created by the Spanish Jesuit theologian Luis de Molina that is prepended to the
doctrine of Predestination and divine sovereignty where God is it that chooses and predestines that will be saved.  And
in the free agency each person is responsible for his salvation, can choose good or evil own will choose.

monodieta
Mono diet: consists of eating food in short periods with different purposes, control of weight, detoxification of the body for
therapeutic purposes. Etc.

monomorfismo
Monomorfismo: Theory that postulated Pasteur. According to this, every germ is immutable and gives rise to a different
disease and conversely, every disease is due to a different germ that comes from the outside, the inside of the tissues



and blood are sterile.

mormado
Mormado: Usually it is said that a person is mormada when you have a flu stunned. There is no nasal flow is therefore
noted in speaking.

museo
Museum: Paulo Giovio Italian historian (1483-1552) opens for the first you see a Museum in Italy with a collection of
portraits and decided for the first time give the name of the Museum in honor of the nine muses of Greek mythology.

musicoterapia
Music therapy: Use music with healing, especially how relaxing end of the nervous system.

muxes
MUXES:-Mushes-in the language Zapotec of the State of oaxaca muxe wants to tell male that is dresses of women and
plays a role female within the community.

muzu
Muzu: Excess of beverages that remain at the bottom of the glass, such as coffee, oatmeal, pozol etc. muzu muzu

nahual
Nahual: Belief is believed of the Toltec. Any person from an animal - accompanying nahual-depending on the type of
animal is the personality.

namungajo
Namungajo: In some places in Mexico is known as thrush. It is a disease that gives to babies in the mouth by exposing
them to rain

nanotecnologia
Nanotechnology: The science of nanotechnology deals with materials of very small dimensions, i.e. scale Nano. The
profijo nano means a thousand millionth, so a nanometer is a billionth of metro.

naturismo
Naturism: The doctrine that it attached the preservative and healing virtue of diseases; such a doctrine preaches a
return to the simplicity of the customs, life in the open air, frugal food, moderate exercise.

neuroteologia
It is a branch of neuroscience that deals with the study of the neurobiology, religion and spirituality, the divine ( theos )
and the human ( 41 neuron; deep neurological phenomena to certain religious experiences

niño hipotrofico
Child hipotrofico: hiccup is down trofos food a child hipotrofico are what do not develop by having an atrophied organ or
many.



nutricion ortomolecular
Ortho molecular nutrition: this branch of health is conceived in a different way the phenomenon disease; That gives
special importance, nutrition and the use of nutrients not only of preventively, but therapeutic and has as one of its
fundamental bases cell rehabilitation through its internal chemical restoration.

ñapa
NAPA: In southern Mexico mainly in the State of Oaxaca, napa means addition when you purchase any merchandise
and a customer of the site give you the extra free of charge.   ( in marketing comes printed on container 10% more for
the same price, )

obesidad mental
Mental obesity: term coined by Andrew Oitke, Harvard. It refers to the fact of cram information scrap, abundant and
useless.

omeopático
Homeopathic: Homo ( equal patia ( having ) homeopathic would be a substance contained in an effect similar to the
symptoms that you have. Example: If a person has an abscess homeopathy recommends an active substance which will
result to that it will come out more abscesses to arrive more quickly to final cure.  Homeopathy has a criterion very
different to allopathy interpret disease.

omniscio
Wisdom: We have two memories, a temporary and other transcendental and based on this fundamental premise we
must differentiate between temporary wisdom which we have accumulated throughout life through knowledge and
experiences. The other type of wisdom is the transcendental which is known as memory gene, also known as
holographic memory information that lies within our genes for generations, but very few people manage to access this
type of wisdom.

ortofagia
Ortofagia: from the Greek = a¸ae¬³¹± = ( eat correctly ) The main objective of the Ortofagia system is focused on how to
eat our food to take better advantage of the nutrients and achieve a proper digestion, taking into consideration that not
we eat what we eat but rather than assimilate. We give too much emphasis to what we eat but how to forget in what we
eat it, eat stressed, eat in a hurry, overeat, eat very processed foods, eat and drink at the same time Etc. all these
mistakes the table affect our health. Although the vast majority of people takes on tale nutrition in your diet very few
people consider the importance that has to eat properly.

ozonoterapia
Ozone therapy: It is a gas that is located in the upper layers of the atmosphere. It was discovered in the 19th century as
a therapeutic application.

padre tadeo
Father Thaddeus: Priest, German naturalist physician.   ( 1858-1926.  ).  Manuel Lezaeta master and disciple of
Sebastian Knieipp ( Apostle of contemporary hydrotherapy ).

palabra corrompida
Corrupt: words have some validity, they are born they evolve and regress, and in the end many of them die. Corrupt a
Word is, decompose it, des conceptualizing it, give it a meaning that does not match with its etymology.



paleativo
paleativo it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Paliativo" being its meaning:<br>Palliative: Branch of
medicine that attacks not the cause but the effect of a pathology. Palliative does not cure but helps to improve the
quality of life of patients. The abuse of the Hospice may trigger side effects and problem iatrogenic.

paleodieta
Paleo diet: Those who practice this diet do not consume processed foods such as;  canned, industrially-processed
products, refined grains, sugars, and legumes. Dairy and eggs. This means that your diet is based primarily on the red
and white meats, fish, seafood, nuts, vegetables, fruits, etc. That Yes, everything raw.

paliativo
Palliative: Any medicinal product which is directed to the effect and not the true cause of the disease is considered a
palliative, since it makes the symptoms disappear but the disease remains latent.

parachico
To Guy: character who uses a mask to dance to the rhythm of drum and whistle of carrizo, originally from the State of
Chiapas.

pasar una cuarentena
Quarantine: This custom is very old if we review the Hebrew Scriptures, we will discover a possible origin, when it rained
forty days and forty nights, then on Mount Sinai when Moses fasts forty days before receiving the tablets of the law, in
the Pentateuch, written by the same people with leprosy took him outside the camp to avoid possible contagionWe also
read that they were lost in the wilderness for 40 years before entering the promised land. In the New Testament again
Jesus fasts for forty days in the desert before beginning his Ministry, when he rises for forty days appears to his
disciples. Possibly quarantining is so that the same body to heal from the inside using all the mechanisms of purification
that it possesses.

patriarca
Patriarch: The word is composed of the Greek boats which means father and Ark, which means old.  He was the main
figure used by Jews to organize their clans, this place was occupied by the eldest son of the Patriarch when this was
missing.  When the twelve tribes of Israel born each tribe had a Patriarch who represented it.

paz
The concept of peace that the Hebrews have is not the same that we have known;  for culture Hebrew peace is more
than the absence of war or conflict between people in Hebrew language pronounce "34 SHALOM; that means that all
being is in complete harmony spirit soul and body shalom is the highest level of integrity to be achievable. For the same
reason Jews salute with the phrase of shalom.

pedagogos
Educators: Person which specialized in the career of pedagogy. Instructor guides, children's facilitators.

pentecostalismo
Pentecostalism: Religious movement that arises at the beginning of the 20th century in the United States of North
America with the name also of assemblies of God. This religious current takes the doctrine of baptism in the Holy Spirit
on the day of Pentecost that descended upon the disciples in the upper room.



pepenador
Scavengers: In Mexico called les scavengers to persons engaged in recycling garbage for resale, such as; iron,
aluminum, cardboard, plastic and glass

perdon
Forgiveness: Forgiveness is the master key to conquer the lasting health, forgiveness towards one's self and
forgiveness towards others.

persona
Person: Person the word comes from the Greek Theatre. Word introduced by modern psychologists in their texts of
personality psychology.  The prefix per u, per means elevation and they are, mean sound sound elevation would name
given to the mask that the Greek actors, used these masks had the quality to raise the sound when the actor spoke to
be heard by the audience.??

persona pataletuda
Pantaletuda: Possibly you mean pantaletuda, in chiapas the girls that were not placed correctly the Shorty and them
was when big or not want to be a dress called in a derogatory manner pantaletudas.

pescuecero
Pescuecero: Merchant who makes goods more expensive and alter its scale in their favor.

pespicaz
pespicaz is incorrectly written, and should be written as "insightful" being its meaning:<br>INSIGHTFUL: Someone with
a highly developed intuition that tends to look more than the logical senses. Insight can be develop by the inquiry.

petate
Backpack: The word petatl, of Náhuatl origin, is the name of a kind of mat of Palm used as bed among the ancient
Aztecs and yet is still used in some States of the province. The voice contained in our language in the form of a
backpack.

peyote
Peyote: Peyote is a cactus that grows in the deserts of Northern Mexico. This cactus contains an alkaloid called
mescaline. Mescaline is a psychedelic drug with effects similar to the of the LSD. -The peyote has been used by
indigenous cultures for thousands of years to induce altered States of consciousness during religious rituals.

piliste
Piliste: Any thing or object that tends to belittle it and creasing said that it was piliste.

pipirisnai
Pipirisnai : It is a deformed expression of the English "people is nice" that according to an urban legend was born in the
early 70s when Mexicans who crossed the border to work in the United States raised their quality of life.  These were
named "pipirisnai" which in the English language means "good people". 

piropo
COMPLIMENT: Pyro - fire-formerly the compliment was a stone believed it was thrown by the volcanoes of the color



Scarlet. Subsequently began to be used as a metaphor in literature. In Mexico the compliment is a phrase to exalt
certain female attributes and if the compliment is received is achieved the Lady blush is.

pitonisa
Witch: The word born is believed based on the Word as a synonym for snake or demon Python.  This word begins to
appear in the century IV D. C with the clerics of the time as a synonym for witch, guess.  Female priestess of the Oracle
at Delphi in Greece.

pizcatl
Pizcatl: Word of origin nahualt that eventually be castellanizó giving rise to words piscar, tapiscar, which means
collecting the harvest with the hands; corn, coffee, cotton, etc.

plata coloidal
Colloidal Silver: antibiotic natural that extracted silver and very useful for disinfecting water.

polimatia
Polimatia: The term polimatia comes from a Greek word that means that you know, and know of many fields, would be
an individual who excels in various branches of knowledge. The term refers to people whose skills are not restricted to a
particular area, they usually dominate different disciplines, the arts and Sciences.

popurrí
Potpourri: Word of origin French, pot-pot pourri - rotten. In Latin America it means touching or singing small choruses of
different musical arrangements.

posicionamiento web
Web positioning: appear in the first places of mainly google search engines is called search engine optimization.

pozol agrio
Pozol tart: This traditional beverage of the State of Chiapas is made of cooked corn and the dough is fermented for
consuming it sour. It is used to correct stomach problems, equivalent to drinking yoghurt.

pozol blanco
Pozol blanco: traditional drink of southern Mexico mainly of Chiapas and Tabascose made of boiled corn until it bursts
and then grind is drunk with or without sugar.

pozol de cacao
Pozol de cacao: traditional drink of the South of Mexico mainly Chiapas and Tabasco. It is made of corn, boiled and
ground with cocoa and cinnamon.

pre universitario
High school: 40 Pre; prefix before...  ) Course to prepare students to access University.

preceptor
Tutor: Shared precepts to the more young people for training which will be useful for life.



pregonanado
Touted: To understand this word we have to go back to ancient times when there were no modern media of today, a
Crier was an officer of a King who was in charge of preaching any news of interest including the edicts promulgated in
the Kingdom, we could say that proclaimed is something that was already announced by the town crier.

preinscrito en el sena
Pre-registered: Pre-register, register early to a student to keep his place when from home schooling.  In Mexico the
preregistrations are in February for basic level and in August the shekel school starts.

presbítero
Priest: Person who choose it for their maturity and experience to become part of the presbytery ( 41 elderly body; that
are responsible for chairing the Christian assemblies and of shepherding the flock ( 41 Church;.

proactiva
Proactive: A person with a domain of its own to make their own decisions, which has auto mandate, which knows to
control their emotions;  It is the opposite of a reactive person who acts according to the medium which surrounds it,
lacking self-control, that has no mastery of your emotions, that reacts depending on the circumstances.

programaci¿n nerurolinguistica
Neuro-linguistic programming: NLP was developed by Richard Bandler ( expert in Informatics ) and John Grinder ( 41
linguist; studied patterns of human beings to develop models and techniques that could explain the magic and the
illusion of the behavior and human communication.

pseudolipos
Pseudolipos: - fake fat - inflammation of low intensity that very often is confused with obesity. Manifests itself with water
retention, bloating, slow metabolism, lazy intestine etc.

psicología
Psychology: (Psyche) soul (logos) Word, Carl jung is that best defined by psychology as the "unconscious collective" the
soul is the hard drive of every human being, where all the information about our ancestors.  Currently the science you to
put another name "The book of the instructions of life".   Few individuals can penetrate into the maze of the torque soul
decipher millions of codes that make us act in a way that we don't understand, so we could meet that aphorism of the
Greeks: "Know yourself and know the gods and the universe";  .  .  .

psicomagia
Psychomagic: It is the name that the Chilean writer Alejandro Jodorowsky gives a technique by him exercised so-called
spiritual healing. It is based on the principle if you believe it believe it. Tool used frequently by the shaman and healer to
create an optical illusion to the subject to penetrate into their belief system, once achieved the purpose, the subject
enters into another reality where the starts to create illusions for the same.

pumpo
Pumpo: Utensil of natural origin, which serves to keep the water fresh and to transport it to the field of work of farmers.

punchi
Punchi: (Punsch in German ) Traditional energy drink of Mexico which consists of mixing or blending two eggs a little
glass of liqueur and while liquefies add little by little the hot coffee.



que es bulimia?
Bulimia: People with bulimia are characterized first by suffer bullyng with persons who live together, this leads to bulimia
do not accept such as end up being your same body 40 executioners; bullyng auto tax )

que es incircuciso
Uncircumcised: Derogatory term that was used by the Jews to those who were not of their race. Circumcision was a
familiar that it begins with Abraham and continues with the law of Moses as a ritual of purification.

que es paradojica
Paradox: Figure rhetoric which means contrary to the established opinion for the opinion of the vast majority.  Consists
of two words, which means against and doxa opinion.

que significa la palabra aguite
Aguite: No is aguite is an expression of the Caló of Northern Mexico and Texas, which is to say do not be sad - or don't
be afraid.

que signiica roeh
ROEH: Is a trasliterada of the Hebrew word to the Spanish the word pastor means ra-ah, which means grazing.

quedada
Meetup: It is an event that made the websites with important communities with the intention that users know in person
and together activities to promote their friendship.

quinto poder
Fifth power: is a relatively new concept that is used in Republican countries where there are three powers; the
Executive, the legislative, and the judicial press is considered the fourth power, internet and social networks are
positioned as the fifth power.

rafael
Rafael: In the Old Testament it appears as one of the seven names composed of Dios. "Lord rafa " that means the Lord
is my healer and Rafael is a simplified form of " God is my healer ".

reflejoterapia
Reflexology: Massage applied on the hands and feet to stimulate internal organs of the body.

repepena
Repepena: at the end of the harvest they are some fruits pulled and plants, collect these fruits that were left after the
harvest repepena is called.

resilencia
Resilience: It is the ability of the human being who allows you to deal with crises or potentially adverse situations and get
out of them strengthened.

resmolido



Resmolido: Impotence that a person feels when you have no as or with whom to download his courage.

respiracion conciente
Consent to breath: respiratory system is a muscle that tends to atrophy with age due to pollution and a sedentary
lifestyle. It is important to relearn through respiratory gymnastics to achieve breath consents.

retorno a lo esencial
Back to basics: is a trend in the world go back to the basic thing leaving aside all superfluous, for we find our true
essence.

revolucion idelogica
Ideological revolution: person or group advocating new concepts ideological adapting to the reality of the moment,
through the word spoken and written to awaken the consciousness of the masses numbed by the custom of old
paradigms by calling them back to the evolutionary path of social life.

roel
ROEL: The vast majority of Spanish surnames have a shield that represents it, each shield contains many circular
figures called roundels, " meaning someone who finds his lineage "

romper el hielo
Breaking the ice: this term is widely used in the field of sales when a salesman visits to a prospect, is common to the
cold attitude of the customer;  that is why it is said that we have to break the ice. This is also a resource that is applied at
the beginning of a Conference, when we want to engage in a conversation with a person first etc.

saballon
Saballón: Name common to that given in the Mexican Southeast to a fungus on the feet that cause much itching.

sabayon
Sabayon: Sabayon and zabaglione, zabaione, is a recipe of Italian origin, made with egg yolks, sugar and sweet liqueur.

sabayon linux
Sabayon Linux: It is a Linux distribution based on Gentoo, created and maintained by IXNAY and Sabayon team. The
name of the distribution comes from an Italian dessert, zabaione, which is egg-based.

salacion
Salacion: In some parts of Mexico this word is used figuratively meaning bad luck, that everything goes wrong. The
popular belief is that they have cured a person with any spell to make everything go wrong. When someone wants to
sugestionar to another water you salt at the entrance of your door.

salio de sus cabales
Left his senses: like took me freak out. To say it came out of his integrity, he lost his composure. Possibly this word
comes from the cabal - esoteric Jews who came to Spain.

salutífero



Healthy: It is said of the plants, shrubs, trees, which have certain healthy virtues.

sanacion cuantica
Quantum healing: term used for Neuroscience, to explain phenomena of healing spontaneously, where no external
agent does not involve more than the faith of the individual who receives the miracle

sanacion pranica
Pranic healing: is a system developed and tested technical pranic ( energy ) to heal and prevent disease, balance,
harmonize and transform the body's energy processes through the chakras in order to obtain a better quality of life in all
its aspects: physical, emotional, mental and spiritual.

sanación
Healing: All healing is holistic, which starts from the Center to the circumference, spirit, soul and body.

sanguíneo
Blood: One of the clubbing temperaments. People with this temperament is characterized by being very introverted
character are very glad and make friends very easily, like the Center at meetings. Professions where most stand out;
they are good actors, born, drivers sellers of media, sports highlights, speakers. Etc.

sapiosexual
Sapiosexual: sapiens latin, Sage refers to those people, both men and women, who feel sexual attraction to the
intelligence of the other.

se la loncha
is the slice is incorrectly written and should be written as "lunch" being its meaning:<br>Slice it is: is a corrupted
anglicism that means - is the almueza-from the English word lunch which means lunch noon.

seducir
Seduced: The origin of the word goes back to antiquity, we find the first beguiled in the book of genesis when the
serpent seduced Eve and she in turn seduced Adam so they ate of the forbidden fruit, and deviating from the path that
the creator had plotted it beforehand. In the Gospels we find again traces of this word Sadducees sect against
Pharisees do not doubt to they have acquired it this nickname by seducing his followers with beliefs contrary to the
Pharisees who was the official religion of the time.

semilla de chia
Chia seed: shrub belonging to the family of the Mint, the chia called scientifically Salvia hispanica, is native to Mexico
and Guatemala and has been cultivated since pre-Columbian times by the Aztecs, it has recently been rediscovered by
its high value oils omega 3.

seudo trofico
Seudotrofico: Deceptive power, very processed foods with very good appearance, taste and smell delicious but with low
nutritional value. Misleading products that advertise in the media with little or no nutritional value

sexchantaje
Sex-blackmail: forcing a person to have sexual intercourse through blackmail



sexetarianos
Sexetarianos: People vegan and vegetarian who avoids having sexual contact with carnivores not only for ethical
reasons, if not for reasons of health in the body.

sicario
Hitman: Origin of the word, as is believed that it comes from the word sicare which means cutting. Music was her name
that it was curved knives used by a group who called the Selotes at the time of Roman rule in Judea, instrument used
inside their clothes to stab to the Romans.

sihuamonte
Sihuamonte: Pre-Hispanic cuisine typical of the South of Mexico, that involves cooking the meat of game animal and
then prepares a little memo and vegetables in broth.

sin disfraz
Without disguise: without masks, means be yourself, be authentic.  We live in a society that requires us to wear different
costumes according to the role we want to play.

sincera
Sincere: A person that it is transparent in its dealings with others having no double.  It is believed that this word is
created from which when extracted honey removed the wax is transparent "If wax"

sindemia
syndemic when two or more diseases interact in such a way that they cause greater harm than the mere sum of these
two diseases.    refers to synergistic health problems that affect a population's health in its social and economic contexts

sistema de creecias
Belief system: is like your internal hard drive is where all the information that we receive from our birth. Information we
receive from the environment that surrounds us; family, religion, education and society in general.  That can be changed
if we so determine what

soberania alimentaria
Food sovereignty: the right of peoples to define their agricultural and food policy towards third countries. The right of
peasants to produce food and the right of consumers to be able to decide what they want to eat and as and who
produces it.

sor
SOR: Comes from the catalan old which means sister possibly catalan took it the French-soeur - or Italian - suoro.

soroco
Soroco: Person who does not understand many things for more explanation to foolish, bobo, given, slow, stupid.

spanglish
Spanglish : It is called Spanglish all the English words of origin that with the constant spindle tends to deform its
pronunciation.  Examples such as : Push English Push push "push" Park park "park".  truck jog and "truck" Etc. 



suadero
Suadero: In the State of Chiapas the suadero is a thick fabric that is placed between the back of the horse and the
saddle.

sufrir
SUFFERING: Sub-abajo sufferre-awareness being human that feeds on the subconscious, live the past, guilt, remorse,
frustration etc.  Raising consciousness to Superconsciousness cannot escape the low awareness what we commonly
call suffering

suplementos alimenticios3a
Nutritional supplements: is called supplements those foods that are not included in our daily diet, and the body does not
produce it. Example of these supplement is omega 3

tajo
Tajo: Piece of something small.

talasoterapia
Thalassotherapy: It is a therapeutic method based on the use of the marine environment ( sea water, algae, mud and
other substances extracted from the sea ) and the marine climate as a therapeutic agent.

talguate
Talguate: A very limp body of a person or animal.

talmud
Talmud: The Hebrew word Talmud means " teaching received by a disciple ". Disciple in Hebrew is written "Talmid ".
The heart of the talmud is the literal transcription of the Torah also called Mishnah and the comment that surrounds the
text referred to as gemara together are called TALMUD.

tanatologia
Thanatology: Give professional assistance to a terminally ill so you have a death worthy.

taquitrofico
Stenographic: ( taqui = fast phages = 41 food; People of digestion accelerated while it is true that it is not good to have
slow digestion, but this would be the end opposite a stenographic tends to be too thin is the type of people who are
always on diets to gain weight.

tatarata
Tatarata: The tops spinning leaps are said to be tataratas those who ingest alcohol in excess tataratean walking, a child
who begins to walk make it tatarateando at the beginning.

tejo
YEW: Disc metal that is used in a sport believed was born in Colombia, currently playing in several countries of america.

temazcal



Temazcal: Small pre-Hispanic caves that had the function of purifying the blood through fumes coming out of the stone
is warmed with fire.

tembleque
TEMBLEQUE is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tembeleque " being its meaning: < /br >Tembeleque: It is
said of a person who, when walking, not well coordinated his steps and any object that doesn't move.

tembleque
TEMBLEQUE: it is a Spanish town in the province of Toledo.

teporocho
Teporocho : In the 70's in Mexico the film "chin chin el teporocho" was filmed from that film this term was popular with an
alcoholic.  The origin of the word goes back to previous years when it is believed that a person in Mexico City sold
herbal tea with alcohol for 10 cents, when his neighbor realized the success that this business had, put one in front of
but cheaper, herbal tea with alcohol at 8 cents and that is why in Mexico teporocho is synonymous with alcoholic. 

terapia del silencio
Silence therapy: healing is to find quiet places and remain silent until the body to find its own balance.

termoterapia
Thermotherapy: It is the application for therapeutic purposes of heat on the body by means of material bodies of
physiological levels high, over temperature. The therapeutic agent is heat, which spreads from the thermal agent to the
Agency.

tertulias
Gatherings: Informal meetings are where dialogues and discussed different topics that are chosen by common
agreement. This custom meet starts it a presbyter of Tertullian name with the intention of returning to the origins of the
early Church at the end of the 2nd century after Christ

testigo
Witness: According to believed that in some cultures such as the Roman and Hebrew that in order to be able to testify
for or against one person men played his testicles as a principle of truthfulness in his saying.  now it says I give you my
word of man that's why were not allowed women to act as witnesses

tichanila
Tichanila: Mythical character of the female sex, which according to legend is revealed in some lonely places in this
Chiapas with a hair long it touched the ground.

tiliches
Tiliches: Objects of little value left to use and keep with the hope that someday we can serve.

tinaja
Jar: It is possible that this word derives from the Hebrew Tanakh which means writings.  The Tanakh were a pottery
where kept rolls of parchment from different books of what is today known as the Bible.  In Mexico the jars continue to
be used as vessels for water



tirar la toalla
Throw in the towel: this phrase comes from the Pugilism when one of the parties does not want to continue the fight
should throw in the towel on the canvas by accepting his defeat. That's why throwing in the towel means giving up.

tisis
Consumption: Name assigned to pulmonary tuberculosis, because of the weakening suffered by patients of this disease.

tiznado
TIZNADO: Spotted grime, stains black formed in the kitchens of firewood because of the smoke.

tlayudas
TLAYUDAS: Oaxaca dish that consists of a large corn tortillas combined with beans, pieces of fried or roasted meat
dish.  Very similar to a pizza.

tol
TOL: Kitchen utensil used to tortillas of natural origin, is a type of inedible pumpkin's shell very hard to take away the top
in a circular motion, remaining a thermal container than in the South of Mexico called TOL.

trafico web
Traffic web: is one way of measuring the amount of data received or sent, and the number of visitors who have a web
site.

tramoler
Tramoler: Move from one side to another with his hand on a stone to grind it.

tranquilazo
tranquilazo is incorrectly written and should be written as quiet as its meaning: TRANQUILAZO: is a barbarism that
comes quiet word which means "very slow" "excess of tranquility"

tranquilazo
tranquilazo is incorrectly written and should be written as quiet as its meaning: TRANQUILAZO: is a barbarism that
comes quiet word which means "very slow" "excess of tranquility"

tranquilazo
tranquilazo is incorrectly written and should be written as quiet as its meaning: TRANQUILAZO: is a barbarism that
comes quiet word which means "very slow" "excess of tranquility"

trinidad
Trinidad: Doctrine of the Church that believes in the Dios Padre Dios Hijo and in it God the Holy Spirit, three in one.

trofologia
Tropofology : It is the art of knowing how to combine food according to its compatibility, taking into account the nutrient
class and PH level, to optimize digestion and better take advantage of its energy value



trofología
Trophology, is the art of learning to choose the most appropriate foods for each type of organisms according to the
clubbing temperaments; blood, choleric, melancholic and phlegmatic temperaments each require a type of power. In
addition trophology relies on the Hippocratic principle: "That your food be your medicine and medicine your food
".Consider also food for their compatibility and troforegenerativo value rather than by the nutritional approach focuses on
its value therapeutic and homeostatic.

trofologo
TROFOLOGO: Professional a true trofologo dedicated to the trophology as Counselor of health, is responsible for
guiding a person to advise on the type of food that you should be according to its Constitution, age, sex, occupation,
temperament etc. not standardize diets or everyone systematizes regimes requires a custom regime taking into
consideration, the amount compatibilitythe quality and its regenerative food value.

trofoterapia
Trofoterapia: Healing through food. This method was used in the ancient Greece and one of its larger predecessors was
considered the father of medicine Hippocrates.

trofólogo
Health Counselor: person who works with the community teaching and promoting healthy habits to improve our way of
life and that of the planet.

tumbando y capando
Lying and capando: popular sayings that are born taking as an example the skill that had people who were dedicated to
neuter the animals so that they not suffer so much.  It could mean ability to run both at the same time with much skill.

ufologia
Ufology: Comes from the English language UFO acronym which means in English: unidentified flying object that is an
unidentified flying object. Serious ufology the study of unidentified flying objects.

unitarismo
Unitarianism: Doctrine of the Church contrary to the Trinity, believing in God as the only father God in his son Jesus
Christ as the Redeemer and head of the Church who has been given all authority until the end of the Millennium. In the
Holy Spirit as an adjunct in the redemption for the improvement of the believers so that they may attain the stature of
Christ as a goal of the believer.

veganismo
Veganism: Considered the new social movement was, for awareness regarding the mistreatment of animals, this
includes consumption, inhumane breeding, bulls and circus shows.

vergudo
VERGUDO: Verga: vulgar expression of penis in some Spanish-speaking countries.  Vergudo says of a man with big
penis

vitaminoterapia
Vitamin: This therapy consists of using a form controlled by experts, mega doses of vitamins, depending on each
patient's needs.



xilam
Xilam: Martial art of the ancient Aztecs, Zapotecs and mayas. Men trained for war melee that currently is being reborn in
mexico.

yagual
yagual: piece of cloth that Twining shaped circular of small size, which served for women carrying things heavy on the
head.

yeshua
Yeshua: is the real name in Hebrew of Jesus Christ which means the one who saves.

zapatistas
Zapatistas: Armed group who fought at the beginning of the 20th century in the South of Mexico of Emiliano Zapata
commanded with the motto - land and freedom. Currently are auto named Zapatistas another armed group that emerged
in the State of Chiapas under the command of the sub commander Marcos.

zoque
Zoque: (The true Word 41 man; Language and one of the ethnic groups of the State of Chiapas in the extinction
process.

zoquete
Chump: In the South of Mexico, a person of small stature.

¡carajo!
Hell: means virile member, but in a colloquial sense has another connotation that may mean surprise, shock, anger, not
to accept something that is essential to me.

¿qué es un bolo?
Bolo: A bolo is a drunk in the southeast of Mexico.


